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K.D. SCHILLING, R. SCHWENGNER, A. WAGNERPart of PhD thesis M. ErhardAepted by Pro. of Siene (2007), PoS(NIC-IX)056In explosive nuleosynthesis temperatures are highenough for photodisintegration reations to our, e.g.leading to the prodution of p-proess nulei. In or-der to understand the reation rates of element pro-dution and element disruption we started an experi-mental program at the new bremsstrahlung faility ofthe superonduting eletron aelerator ELBE of FZDresden-Rossendorf. The bremsstrahlung faility andthe detetor setup are designed suh that the satter-ing of photons from nulei and the photodisintegrationof nulei around the partile separation energies an bestudied under optimized bakground onditions. In
ativation measurements with bremsstrahlung at end-point energy from 10.0 to 16.5MeV (γ,p), (γ,n) and(γ,α) reations of 92,100Mo have been studied. Ourativation yields an be desribed within a fator 2-3 or better with alulations using the ross setionsfrom reent Hauser-Feshbah models.[1℄ A.J. Koning, S. Hillaire et al., Pro. Int. Conf. Nul.Data for Siene and Tehnology, ND2004, Santa Fe,USA, 2004, AIP Conferene proeedings 769 (2005) 177[2℄ T. Rausher and F.-K. Thielemann, At. Data and Nul.Data Tables 88 (2004) 1

Fig. 1 Preliminary ativation yield of 197Au(γ,n) measuredat the target position. The experimental yield is normal-ized to the number of 197Au atoms and to the absolutephoton �ux at the energy Eγ = 8916 keV. The data areompared to yield integrals omputed with the ross se-tions from TALYS [1℄ and NON-SMOKER [2℄ using theabsolute photon �ux determined from known transitionsin a sample ontaining 11B.
Fig. 2 Measured ativation yields at the photoativationsite for di�erent Mo-Isotopes normalized to the ativationyield from 197Au(γ,n) irradiated simultaneously and tothe number of the respetive target atoms as a funtionof the bremsstrahlung end-point energy. The full symbolsdenote experimental yields from 100Mo(γ,n) (triangles),
92Mo(γ,p) + (γ,n) (squares), and 92Mo(γ, α) (diamond).The lines are alulated with photodisintegration rosssetions from NON-SMOKER (full) and TALYS (dashed).
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